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I am interested in the idea of making tea drinking fashionable and 
trendy  again. Tea drinking (unlike coffee) has become associated 
with something older generations do in the morning or evening; 
and when compared with coffee, is rather unpopular amongst the 
younger generations. 
Drinking coffee has become a universal statement linked to 
personality, fashion, trend and wealth; and I feel that the tea 
drinking could be redesigned to conquer all four these of 
particular market criteria.  
I want to incorporate an interactive element to the experience as I 
have come to realise that people (when in coffee shops) 
immediately get their smartphone out for casual use. I feel that this 
convention could work well in making tea drinking both 
fashionable and trendy as well as an entire experience for the 
customer. 
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Business Model 
 
WHAT – redesign Tea drinking linked to product, branding and 
 marketing with an interactive element embedded 
 for the users experience. 
 
WHO – young adults / young professionals aged between 19 and 
 25 
 
WHY – coffee has become a universal statement of personality, 
fashion, trend and wealth; and I feel that tea drinking could be 
redesigned to conquer all four of these criteria points.  
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I began by researching into existing companies 
linked to the Hot Beverages industry; taking into 
account Branding, Products and Marketing.  
I specifically explored how companies have 
developed on the simple process of hot drinks in 
order to create an attractable product. 
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Starbucks  are  the largest coffeehouse company in the 
world delivering 21,160 stores in 63 countries. 
When the company opened in 1971, it was a Seattle 
based coffee bean roaster and retailer; however due to 
mass expansion linked to very clever marketing and 
product development, has become the top company of its 
industry worldwide. 
Starbucks is a classic example of a company that has taken 
a very simplistic task (being drinking coffee) which has 
been present for thousands of years; and marketed it into 
a fashionable and ‘trendy’ product for a vast target 
audience. 
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The Starbucks brand has developed significantly since the 
company was founded in 1971. 
At this time, Starbucks were looking for a logo that represented 
the seaside history of Seattle. After researching into various “old 
marine books”, the three founders came up with the logo of a 
16th century Norse woodcut depicting a two-tailed mermaid. 
However due to public speculation of the logo; it was 
redesigned so that the mermaids hair draped over the “trouble 
spots”, which in turn gained immediate public popularity and 
became an instant memorable icon and “badge” for the 
company. 
The logo has been developed over time to not only represent 
the initial meaning but symbolise the marketed fashionable and 
“trendy” vibe linked to the brand by means of simplistic and 
minimal design development and principles.  
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Starbucks  took an entirely different approach to coffee drinking in 
1991, by developing the entire essence of the brand and product in 
order to make coffee drinking “trendy” and fashionable to the 
consumer.  
This was done by means of creating and developing products that 
suited a vast array of audiences (such as the introduction of coffee 
blended Frappuccino's) as well as developing the product packaging 
and internal store ambience.  
The insides of all the stores were designed to give a modern approach 
to a very boutique-styled brand appearance.  
The packaging used for all the consumer products was based around 
simplistic card and paper design which linked to the eco-friendly area 
of product industry. It also however allowed for the simplistic and 
minimal brand to be encapsulated; therefore creating a very “trendy” 
and contemporary product line for the consumer. 
By combining all of these changes in order to encapsulate the brand; 
Starbucks was able to create the impression of trendiness and 
subsequently become the largest, most popular coffee house in the 
world. 
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I looked further into companies that design 
the brand and packaging around eco-
friendly yet a modern-boutique style.  
I subsequently came across the company 
“Pipcorn”. 
“Pipcorn” is an organic Popcorn company 
based in New York City, USA which 
conceptualises around speciality flavoured 
Popcorn. 
I particularly like the concept of taking a 
simple, straight-forward product that has 
been around for a long time and making it 
marketable by means of a attractable niche. 
With regards to the branding and packaging 
of the products; “Pipcorn” have used the 
current subject of eco-friendliness and 
incorporated that into the overall vision of 
the company who’s aesthetic is “inspired by 
old American hand painted signage to reflect 
the independent feel and heritage of the 
brand” – Jack Grafton, Designer of Pipcorn 
Brand. 
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I got in contact with the designer who designed the branding and 
packaging for Pipcorn and asked him a few questions with regards to 
what his design influences and considerations were. His name is Jack 
Grafton and was working as an intern at a design agency in New York 
when working on Popcorn. His response was: 
 
“Basically I was working in collaboration with some friends in a collective 
at the time. We did a self-promotional piece, sending It's Nice That a cake 
which they then featured. We were subsequently approached by a 
couple of potential clients, including Pipcorn from New York. 
Their product is very much based around craft and natural ingredients, so 
we wanted the logo and packaging to reflect that 
The logo and typography is inspired by industrial signage and hand 
painted lettering 
went through around 3 stages, from a very 'pop' American look through 
to a more rustic and aged feel 
because they were based in New York and we were just students at the 
time, we had to find a way to communicate our vision for the brand. 
That's partly why we chose that type of bag, because they can be easily 
screen printed onto. We provided the artwork and recommended a 
printer. 
Pretty cool, it was chosen by Oprah as her favourite new food of 2012 or 
something. 
We originally used screen printing to get the desired effect for the 
branding but then changed it to litho as that is better for big scale 
production.” 15 



I particular like the idea of product variety being the key selling 
point of the brand and company. 
The Whiskey Shop is a perfect example of this, as they have 
taken the drinkable product whiskey (which is available in every 
licence food shop or supermarket) and created their own niche 
area in the market by having lots of different flavours and types 
of Whiskey available for consumer trying and purchase. 
Specialist Whiskey however is commonly associated with a high 
price; yet The Whiskey Shop have catered to this dilemma by 
having a vast range of product costs – therefore catering to 
people who are only wanting to spend a small amount of 
money and people who are willing to spend a lot of money. 
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The essence of variety has been worked into 
the visual branding and shop design, whereby 
customers are instantly introduced to the vast 
range of products available in a very simplistic 
and modern manner.  
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A key characteristic with all of the products previously 
explored is that it seems to be fashionable and popular to be 
a bit more expensive that the other competitors – therefore 
giving the brand illusion of the product being better than 
everything else (when in reality there probably isn’t much 
difference at all). 
This relates to a piece of advertising by Stella Artois which 
states that “Perfection has its Price”. This was part of a very 
successful advertising campaign which ran under the slogan 
“Reassuringly Expensive” and subsequently made Stella 
Artois one of the biggest selling and most popular Lagers in 
the world at the time. 
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I then created several mood board’s of what I 
thought was Great Design; specifically taking into 
account areas such as packaging design and product 
branding. 
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I then created several mood board’s of what I 
thought was Great Design linked to my chosen 
subject matter; taking into account initiative 
packaging design and branding design. 
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I created some user profiles of the sorts of people 
that the product would be aimed at; taking into 
account age, profession and any additional hobbies. 
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John is a 24 year old photography graduate from Newcastle upon Tyne. He is currently working as a 
freelance photographer to try and pay off his student loan and to pursue his dream of becoming a well 
known professional photographer.  
John loves to spend his money on nice clothes and nice food; eating out regularly in town and buying 
himself nice food for lunch. 
John has always been a big fan of tea, however he wishes that there was a place where he could get a 
nice cup of tea in the afternoon that wasn’t just a bog standard English tea bag and a pot of water. 
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Max is a 21 year old music technology student studying at the Royal College of Music London. In his 
spare time he likes to socialise with friends, play football and tennis and make electronic music from his 
room in his flat. 
Max has always been a huge fan of Starbucks, however has always wondered if they will bring out an 
extensive range of different tea products to match the various different coffee’s you can buy.  
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Vanessa is a 26 year old law graduate who is currently living and working in Greater Manchester.  
In her spare time, Vanessa likes to go on walks, travel and see new places. She has always had more than 
one part-time job on so that she can save up money for holidays and to travel different places in the 
world. 
However now that she is settled down in a full-time job, she is finding it hard to go to the places in the 
world she has always wanted to go.  
Vanessa loves to try new things (in particular foods) and when she travels to places, one thing she always 
enjoys is trying new foods. She wishes there was a way for her to be able to try the flavours of the world 
as there is limited cuisine where she lives in Manchester without having to spend a fortune on plane 
tickets or find time around her busy job. 
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I began to explore into how I could create an 
interactive experience for the user; and one of the 
areas that really stood out for me was augmented 
reality. I feel that if I could implement a way of 
incorporating augmented reality into the tea 
experience; the user could experience a visual 
sensation that works alongside the primary taste 
sensation (whilst still being interactive). 
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I looked into various pieces of software linked to 
augmented reality in Mobile technology; and a particular 
software company that stood out for me was AR-Media. 
Their variety of software allows users to visualise three-
dimensional models created in software such as Google 
SketchUp and Maxon Cinema 4D.  
This would be great for my vision as it would allow me to 
create a visualisation linked to the tea that the user was 
drinking (such as imagery of New York linked to “The New 
Yorker” flavoured Tea) in order to envelope the 
experience. 
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The software works with Mobile Technology by means of 
AR-Media Markers which act as printed triggers when the 
Mobile Phone camera is pointed at it. Once the camera 
acknowledges the marker; the three-dimensional model 
or object then appears on screen. 
If the marker is moved, (as long as it is still in view of the 
camera) the three-dimensional object visualisation will 
move as well; therefore allowing for fully controllable 
object rotation and movability. 
This would work well with my vision as it would allow for 
users to view the imagery from all angles; therefore giving 
a full visual experience that works with the taste 
experience. 
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I explored into three-dimensional modelling software that 
can be used with augmented reality software (such as 
ARMedia) and came across Maxon’s Cinema 4D. The 
software is highly sophisticated and allows users to model 
and create literally anything into a three-dimensional 
digital space. This can then be viewed using a trigger such 
as the AR media Trigger Card.  
This could be particularly useful as it would allow me to 
create a visualisation linked to tea that the users can see 
using their mobile phones. 
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The visualisation could be modelled around either a 
scenario linked to a particular strand or flavour of tea (such 
as ‘The New Yorker’ being a particular product and the 
visualisation being linked to New York Culture) or could be 
more focussed towards an animated visualisation (such as 
things jumping or moving out of the mug of tea) therefore 
creating an entertainment value to the product as well as a 
taste experience. 
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I realised at this point however that using 
augmented reality would not be the best option for 
creating an interactive experience for the user. 
Reasons for this include the fact that users would be 
spending too much time trying to work out how to 
use the augmented visualisation (due to complexity) 
and therefore allow their hot tea to get cold. I 
therefore brainstormed other ways in which I could 
incorporate a scan able system on the product or 
packaging that would then trigger a visualisation or 
interactive experience on a mobile phone. After 
exploring different methods, I discovered QR Codes. 
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Due to the vast linkable capabilities of QR Codes, the 
user will be able to quickly and easily be immersed 
in an interactive experience simply by scanning the 
code. 
The code can be linked to anything from videos and 
media to a mobile app or website linked to the 
product. This therefore makes QR Codes much more 
user friendly than Augmented Reality incorporation 
as there is very little technological skill required to 
use a QR Code with a Mobile Phone. 
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From what I have discovered, I feel that a Mobile 
App / Mobile Web App would be the most visually 
rewarding and informative option for user interaction 
linked to the product; as there could be both 
product based information as well as media that 
enhances the user experience. 
I therefore researched into what I considered Great 
Design linked to Mobile Apps; taking into account 
use of layout, simplicity, colour and user friendliness. 
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After researching various different styles of 
Application Design that I felt were relevant to my 
chosen subject matter; I realised that a simplistic, 
minimal and possibly “flat” design style would work 
best for both the interface and the user experience. 
In terms of use of colour, I took the approach of 
using the same colour palette as that of the 
branding; therefore allowing for a continued visual 
theme throughout. 
 
The general structure of the Application would be as 
follows: 
• An opening page upon scanning the QR code 

which gives a visual indication of the flavour and 
its origin. 

• Some kind of game of quiz (possibly linked to tea 
drinking or the brand itself) 

• A page given background information on the 
flavour and its origin. 

• An option to share the flavour on social media 
with other friends. 

• A media page showing video/s linked to the 
flavour and its origin. 
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I researched into ways for users to interact with a product in 
order to both enhance the user experience as well as the 
product and brand.  
I looked into the Monopoly game that McDonalds released 
which involves customers peeling off stickers on the products 
which display one place on a Monopoly board. Once the user 
collects the full set of places (such as Park Lane and Mayfair); 
they win a prize (from a free food item to large cash prizes and 
holidays). 
I noticed that when McDonalds have this game in action, 
customers feel more inclined to buy more products than they 
actually want in order to try and collect the stickers they need. 
I feel that this method and strategy of product interaction 
could be successfully incorporated into my own designs in 
order for users to then be introduced to the app interface.   
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While brainstorming for ways to link the QR codes on the 
product to the Application whilst taking into consideration 
previous interaction methods (such as McDonalds 
Monopoly); I had the idea of essentially creating an 
interactive game that links to both the brand itself 
(therefore advertising the product) and to the Application.  
This would involve the product having three QR codes 
printed on it in different places; each of which connecting 
up to either the letter “B”, “R” or “U”.  
If the user manages to scan all three codes (and therefore 
letters) in the correct order; they win a prize (such as a free 
brownie or sandwich).  
However, the letter that is shown on the screen when the 
QR code is scanned will give a visual glimpse of where the 
flavour is from; and then give the user the option to find 
out more about the flavour (and therefore the product). 
This will then link to the full Application with different menu 
options as stated previously. 
 
There will be standard prizes (such as food items) and there 
will be prestigious prizes (such as a holiday to where the 
users flavour of “bru” is originated from). The prize that 
the user will receive will depend on whether or not the “R” 
has the droplet identity: 
• An “R” without a droplet will give a standard prize 
• An “R” with a droplet will give the user a chance of 

winning a prestigious prize. 
 
This method of product interaction is similar to the 
Monopoly game used by McDonalds to improve sales, 
where customers can collect stickers of different places on a 
Monopoly Board from the products to win prizes (from free 
food to holidays and cars) Customers win prizes when they 
collect the full colour set of places (such as Mayfair and 
Park Lane) which relates to my concept idea of collecting 
and matching up the “B” “R” “U”. However it also gives the 
user the option to find out more if they are interested; 
therefore not forcing the Application on them if they are 
busy or in a rush etc.  
 
As well as being good interaction for the user, it will also 
act as a method of marketing for the product,; and 
therefore act as great brand establishment and awareness. 
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I started to then look at the branding for the 
product. I brainstormed various words and synonyms 
linked to tea drinking as well as various stories linked 
to tea drinking and made a list of the ones I felt 
were best. 
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Words linked to Tea Drinking: 
 
• Drink 
• Brew 
• Pekoe 
• Refresh 
• Beverage 
• Cup 
• Mug 
• Drop of Milk 
• Two Sugars 
• Cupper 

 
 
 
Verbs linked to Tea Drinking: 
 
• Sip 
• Gulp 
• Swig 
• Taste 
• Swallow 
• Wash Down 
• Slurp 
 
 
Words from Novels and Stories linked to Tea Drinking: 
 
• The Boston Tea Party – 1773 
• Sons of Liberty (Boston Tea Party) 
• Mad Hatters Tea Party 
• Why is a Raven like a Writing Desk (Mad Hatter Riddle) 
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I then narrowed down my list of words to the six 
that I felt had the best potential for speaking as the 
overall brand. I picked a variety in order for me then 
to be able to experiment with fonts and how they 
could work with the particular meaning of the 
words. 
 
With regards to choice of fonts and typefaces for the 
brand; I took note from my research and the kinds 
of fonts that I felt worked successfully with already 
existing companies and what made those specific 
fonts so successful. 
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pekoe 
two sugars 

1773 
mad hatters 

Raven & the 

Writing Desk 54 



After experimenting with each of the names I had 
brainstormed, I felt that Brew had the best links to 
the product; as it is short, snappy in sound and also 
looked the best visually (regarding letter formation 
and overall word shape).  
I therefore began to experiment with how the logo 
and brand could look; focussing particularly on the 
typeface / font that would be used as well as colour 
and use of iconography. 
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After trying out various different typefaces and fonts; I managed to find a font called 
“Harabara” which I personally think looks aesthetically beautiful.  
I felt that because the product and interactive concept is linked to making tea drinking 
fashionable and trendy; a sans serif font would be best (due to its instantly modern and 
contemporary feel and appearance).  
I particularly liked how free flowing this font is as well; and how it could be seen to 
represent the flow of water or some kind of drink.  
With regards to colour, I experimented with different colour palettes and came to realise 
that a single colour on a white background looked and worked the best. I therefore played 
with using colours linked to tea, as well as colours used in already existing successful brands 
and applications.  
I also wanted to incorporate some kind of iconography  linked to tea drinking in the brand 
itself; and therefore began to experiment with how a cup of tea could work into the font 
and letters themselves; taking into consideration size, shape and complexity. I focussed 
particularly on making the “b” of “brew” into the handle of a cup of steaming tea. 
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I further experimented with use of colour. I began to 
realise that the brand and logo itself looked better in 
solid single colour on a white background as it looks 
both “clean” as well as very modern and simplistic. I 
also began to experiment with the smaller factors of 
the logo; such as the line thickness used and using 
multiple shades of one colour to create diversity as well 
as emphasis on particular key areas of the logo. 
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As method of comparison, I chose to experiment also 
with a completely different font (this being a hand-
written style font) called “LeviBrush” as I felt that this 
could also create a modern feel for the brand as well 
as making it relatable and personal to the user 
audience.  
I still encapsulated the cup into the “b” by making the 
letter into the handle of the cup; however I removed 
the steam to see how it would compare. 
I chose a similar colour palette however; using a pale 
brown background and a dark grey/brown colour for 
the logo itself. 
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I experimented further with the colour palette; 
swapping the colours around so that the logo was a 
lighter colour to the background. 
I chose to use variations of the colour brown to aid in 
symbolizing tea and the act of tea drinking.  
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While further experimenting with variations of 
“Brew”, I realised that the brand could be spelled 
“Bru” instead; as phonetically it sounds the same, 
however has more of a snappy, modern and more 
colloquial spelling.  
I realised that (especially with brand names); the 
more catchy in sound and apprearance, the more 
recognisable and memorable it is for the user or 
consumer. 
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I chose to use the font Harabara again as I felt it 
applied better to the product than the LeviBrush font.  
Partly because it is instantly readable whilst staying 
aesthetically attractive; whereas the LeviBrush font is 
visually appealing yet isn’t instantly readable (which is 
one of the primary characteristics a brand or logo 
should contain). 
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I began to add a different shade background as method 
of comparison. In this instance I used a pale grey for 
the background while the logo itself is a dark grey. This 
creates definitive contrast in the visual composition of 
the logo. 
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I began to add radial gradients to the background to 
highlight the logo in the centre by having it blend out 
from white to pale grey. I also started to experiment 
with how iconography could be incorporated. One of 
the ideas I had which I thought look successful was 
adding a droplet to the bottom of the “r” as due to the 
font style, the “r” looks somewhat like a tap. I added a 
light brown colour to the droplet to make it emulate 
the colour of tea. 
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I decided however that a flat white background looks 
better as it gives the logo a more crisp, clean look and 
appearance. I also thought through experimentation 
that the droplet would look better if it was the same 
colour as or a different shade of the main logo to keep 
uniformity and carried theme. 
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After various development and experimentation, this is 
the logo that I finalised on for my product. I have kept 
it very simple; with a dark grey logo on white; and feel 
that it works well as a composition, linking the user to 
the product. I have kept the droplet the same colour as 
the logo as I feel it flows well with uniformity. I feel 
that this will look good on a white mug, white take-out 
paper cup or paper bag. 
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I then started to create some initial ideas for what I 
felt the Application could look like and the general 
interface from scanning the QR code to the actual 
mobile interface for the user.  
I began by drawing some rough wireframes of the 
different screens that would be involved in the user 
experience; taking into consideration use of space, 
layout and text in relation to the brand 
incorporation. I particularly wanted a very simplistic 
design style to carry throughout the app; initially to 
allow ease of use whilst keeping a minimal and 
modern aesthetic. 
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I started by drawing some initial wireframes of what 
the letter screen would look like once the user had 
scanned one of the QR codes. I took a very simplistic 
design approach to the screen; having the letter 
centred in the middle of the screen with the flavour 
related image either shining through or as a 
background. 
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I then started to initially develop on the ideas that I 
felt were strongest in order to have a foundation 
layout and aesthetic. I chose to add a page turn-up in 
the corner revealing some more of the image that is 
being shown through the letter; therefore encouraging 
the users to follow through to the app and find out 
more. 
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I then added a “scan again” button below the letter 
which allows users to quickly go back and scan the next 
letter. I added a camera icon to this button as that is a 
universally recognised symbol for taking a picture. 
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I started to then put together some ideas for what the main app menu could look like. I wanted 
the app to initially contain an “about” screen giving brief information on the origin of the flavour; 
a video screen containing visual media linked to the flavour; a share screen where users can 
share that particular flavour on social media; a possible games screen for if users have some time 
to kill (such as waiting for a train); and a prizes and profile screen where the user can store any 
prizes they have won if they do not claim them immediately. The profile page could have 
functions where users can communicate with other tea lovers and build a community around the 
product. 
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I started to develop on the ideas that I felt were 
strongest; taking into account usability, functionality 
and aesthetics. I also felt that the brand identity or 
product identity could be incorporated into the menu 
system in order to self-market the brand. 
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I experimented with an orbital menu layout and system 
whereby there is a fixed centre image linked to the 
flavour of tea; and then the menu options can be 
rotated and moved for selection via touch on the 
screen. I based this idea and concept of some of the 
existing app designs I studied and researched. 
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I finalised that the menu screen would be a scrollable/rotational axis 
where each of the different menu options is in the shape of a droplet 
(linking to the general brand identity of the product). 
The user can simply either use the directional buttons at the bottom of 
the screen to navigate through them; or can simply use a swiping 
action on the screen. 
With regards to the aesthetics, I wanted the menu to metaphorically 
simulate either tea bags hanging or water droplets falling from a tap. 74 



I then started to create some initial wireframes for the 
“about” screen. This screen simply gives background 
information in an easy-read format about the flavour 
that the user is drinking. Therefore I wanted to 
continue a very simple, minimal layout and aesthetic. I 
experimented with incorporating the droplet theme 
into the layout, as well as taking inspiration from some 
of the already existing app designs that I researched. 75 



I refined and developed on the ideas that I felt were the strongest in both design 
and function. 
One of the ideas that I felt worked well was having a simple droplet on a white 
background; but having a background image shining through with text overlaid. 
Another idea that I took inspiration from an existing app design was having 
essentially an interactive flip book of information in the centre of the screen 
containing both text and images linked to the flavour.  
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I experimented with how the video screen would look 
visually. I took inspiration from various minimal app 
designs I had researched; and tried to envelope a 
simple, functional yet visually attractive media player 
into the screen layout. 
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I refined and developed two of the ideas that I felt 
worked well. Both ideas had a full screen video with 
controls overlaid. However one design has a droplet 
that houses the controls (following the theme and 
brand identity) whereas the other design has an 
opaque control block which shows some of the image 
through; therefore displaying the controls clearly for 
the user. 78 



I then did various drawings for how the “prizes” screen 
could look; taking into account ease of use and 
navigation for the user as well minimalist aesthetics to 
continue the theme throughout the app interface. 
I experimented and explored how the screen could 
display both a single prize as well as multiple prizes; 
and how the layout could work with this to make it as 
easily interactive for the user. 
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I chose to follow the theme of a droplet with an image 
shining through; however the image will be of a 
particular prize that the user has won. For multiple 
prizes, the user can simply use the directional buttons 
for navigation. 
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For the “share” screen, I wanted to have a simple 
interface where the social media icons were housed in 
a central view for the user and were easily 
recognisable and usable.  
I therefore experimented with the means of navigation 
in order to enhance the users experience and overall 
ease of use. 
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I refined and developed the two designs that I felt were best for the 
user experience. I chose to use the header “why not share your 
flavour?” as it personally connects with the user in a friendly and 
colloquial manner; linking well to the modern theme and style of the 
product itself.  
I have used simple icons for each of the social media sites as they are 
immediately recognised in todays society by young adults (primary 
target audience). 82 



In order for the app to navigate smoothly and 
efficiently for the user; I put together a digital-
wireframe system architecture. 
This shows the user journey from initially scanning the 
code to reaching the app interface. 
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I then began to move the initial hand-drawn 
wireframes onto Adobe Illustrator and digitally 
develop the ideas into visual mock-ups ready for 
prototyping. 

85 



I started by developing the letter screens once the user scans one of the QR codes. 
I used the same font as the brand (called Harabara) so that it immediately further 
establishes the brand whilst allowing for engagement and interaction with the user. I 
added a simple number corresponding to the letter in the top corner and a page 
flick in the bottom right corner to reveal the image behind and therefore catch the 
eye of the user and make them intrigued to find out more. 
I initially chose to use an image of a green tea plantation to shine through the letter 
and page flick as it links to the origin of one of the particular flavours I had in mind.  
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I felt however that the composition of that particular image didn’t work with the 
limited visibility on the screen; and therefore changed it to a photograph of a street 
in New York (as one of the flavours of bru that I thought of was the “New Yorker”). I 
felt this would work better as it immediately shows buildings; giving a brief but 
visually powerful indication of a city. 
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I then created the remaining two screens for 
“r” and “u”; using the same template and 
layout as that of “b”.  
However for the “r” screen, I applied the 
droplet (which gives the user a chance of 
winning a prestigious prize) and had the 
background shine through that as well in order 
to make the screen stand out more than any of 
the other screens. 
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I then began to experiment with how the “menu” screen 
could look like; based off my initial hand drawn wireframe 
ideas.  
One of the ideas I had that I felt worked particularly well both 
functionally and visually was having the menu selections as 
cups (looking from a birds eye perspective view) in which the 
background image shines through.  
This metaphorically creates a visual representation of both the 
flavour that the user is drinking as well as its origin. 
I experimented with using a natural wood texture as the 
background to the screen in order to make it look more 
realistic and like the cups were sat on a wooden table. 
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Another idea I experimented with digitally was 
the concept of the menu selections being 
hanging tea bags; and in order to select them, 
the user must drag them into the cup 
(therefore imitating the process of making 
tea).  
I followed the theme of the background image 
shining through the tea bags in order to 
represent the flavour and catch the users eye. 
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The other menu design that I felt worked well due to its sheer 
simplicity and brand connection was the hanging water 
droplets as menu selection. 
I experimented with both flat design principles as well as using 
a three-dimensional emboss in order to see which one 
(visually) worked the best. 
I chose to use a simple grey and white colour palette as that 
links well to the colour used in the brand identity. 
In order to give a sense of depth and dimension in the screen; I 
used different shades for layers that were further back and 
then added a shadow underneath to envelope and 
encapsulate a three-dimensional ambience. 
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I found however through further 
experimentation that the menu design looked 
better visually when the droplets were in a 
“flat” design style and filled with white and 
then simply outlined with grey.  
I felt that by doing this, it gave the design a 
more fresh, modern and clean feel; whilst 
sticking to the minimal and simplistic visual 
layout and theme. 
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Through experimentation I decided to disconnect the 
droplets in order to give more of a sense of liquid in the 
design; as before I felt that it wasn’t immediately 
obvious what the hanging droplets visually represented 
before. 
I also changed the colour palette just slightly to lighter 
greys as I felt that (especially the option in selection) is 
looked too severe on the white.  
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I applied all of these little changes to all of the screens in order to 
create one smoothly-navigating menu system that relates well to the 
brand. 
By following the theme of different shades of grey for the layers; it 
allows the user to easily see which option is in selection whilst 
visually giving a sense of depth when navigating. 
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I then began to develop the “about” screen; taking into 
consideration the wireframe designs that I felt were most 
successful for this screen. 
I experimented with how the imagery could be shone through for 
the user while using opacity to allow the text to be easily read.  
I developed this idea to have a simple white background with the 
droplet showing the imagery through; therefore keeping a similar 
theme to the “scan” screens. 
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I then replaced the simple placeholder text 
with actual text giving background 
information on the origin of the “New 
Yorker”. 
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I looked into how the user could receive a prize when they match all of the letters 
up correctly; and chose to use a similar layout to the “about” screen in order to 
create uniformity within the app interface. 
Therefore, whatever prize the user wins will be shone through the droplet as 
imagery followed by a text-based banner telling them what they have won. 
I also added an option for the user to save the prize to their profile or “prizes” 
screen if they do not wish to claim it at that particular moment in time. 
I used the same page turn-up as that in the “letters” screens as this screen will 
follow immediately from them before the actual app. 
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I then digitally developed the “prizes” screen; using a 
very similar theme and layout to the “win a prize” 
screen. I chose to follow the theme on as this will be 
the screen that the user is presented with if they 
choose to save the prize; and so there needs to be 
some form of visual uniformity and similarity in order 
to create flow through the app. 
The user can use the directional buttons to navigate 
through prizes if they have more than one saved and 
can use the arrow in the top left corner to go back to 
the main menu. 
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For the “video”/”visual” screen; I chose to use a very simplistic layout where the 
video imagery itself is the main focus of the screen with all the additional controls 
and navigation working around it. 
I initially went for a very simplistic design where the video is centralized on a white 
background (to follow the theme of the app) and then the controls are above and 
below it; however I felt that the video imagery should be much bigger. 
I therefore made the imagery the size of the entire screen; and then (for when the 
video is paused) placed an opaque grey layer over it with a hanging droplet that is 
completely see-through. I chose to make the play button large and centralized within 
the droplet cut-out in order for it to be immediately and easily seen.  
The controls for the video are then placed at the edges of the screen to not distract 
the user from the video. 
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I then looked into developing the “share” screen; taking 
into consideration the wireframe designs that I felt 
worked most successfully both visually and functionally.  
I initially positioned the social media icons in a square 
pattern and in a large format to allow for them to be 
easily seen and easily selected.  
I applied the “bru” logo to the slogan in order to 
establish the screen and the overall identity; and make it 
stand out to the users eye.  
I used the same background image as in previous screens 
in order to follow the theme and uniformity of the app. 
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I changed this design to that of a different wireframe 
idea where the text and imagery is all housed within the 
hanging droplet as I felt that the screens should carry the 
theme throughout. 
I experimented with having the white behind the social 
media icons “cut out” to reveal the imagery behind as 
well in order to make them an immediate focus on the 
screen in-sync with the droplet and its contents. 
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I made the final change of having the “bru” logo present 
instead of the word “flavour” as it both makes the screen 
more friendly and colloquial as well as establishing the 
brand identity further. 
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For the game selection screen; I chose to simply use the same layout and design as the menu, 
and then have a simple fade transition between them to create continuity. 
I chose for the app to contain a variety of already existing  games that applied to a wide range 
of personalities as well as age groups. 
 
(I did not design or make any of the games in the app. They are simply visual representations of 
the kind of games that would be present in the app; and are already existing app games located 
on the Apple app store). 
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These are the games that I chose to use in my “games” section of the app interface. 
“Dash Up” is a very simple yet addictive levels game; “Monument Valley” is a more difficult 
and time consuming platform game based around illusion; “AA” is a very simple yet addictive 
game based around coordination and timing; “2048” is a math’s based game; and “Jelly Jump” 
is a more juvenile yet addictively fun level based game. 
I chose to use mostly games that didn’t take a lot of getting used to as this is ideal for people 
who are wanting to relax for a bit with a drink. 
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I created a simple “loading” screen for when the app is 
loading. 
This screen simply consists of the brand identity and a 
loading spiral (both following the same grey colour 
palette).  
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I then looked at creating screens for two other flavours 
of “bru” as well as the New Yorker. 
After researching various places in the world that had 
the “best” food and cuisine according to tourists and 
locals; I narrowed the two other flavours down to 
Beijing in China (whereby the flavour would be green 
tea infused with various different local tastes and 
flavours) and Venice in Italy (whereby the flavour 
would be more linked to the various sweets and 
desserts made traditionally there). 
I therefore searched and found two great background 
images that I could use as replacements for the New 
York Street.  
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I then applied the chosen Beijing background to the screen 
interfaces that I had previously designed for the New Yorker. 
I used a related image for the “visual” screen depicting a local food 
market situated in the heart of Beijing.  
I also changed the text in the “about” screen to relate to the 
different flavours present and their origin. 
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I followed exactly the same 
process for Venice (or the 
Venetian as the flavour would be 
called). 
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I looked at various different app prototyping tools 
that are easily available to designers (both 
downloadable and online). 
One of the website interfaces that I looked at was 
“Invision” which is a png. Based online app 
prototyping tool. 
The screens are to be designed to the specifications 
of the screen size preferred (in this case it was the 
screen size of my Android Samsung Galaxy S4) and 
then can easily be uploaded into Invision. 
Here, users can then link screens together, create 
beautiful screen transitions; and more importantly 
(for me and my project) have access to the 
individual screen URL addresses (which I needed for 
the QR codes to connect properly to the 
corresponding screens). 
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Once I had uploaded the png. Files of all the app 
screens for each of the three flavours; I was then able 
to connect the screens together using “hotspots”. 
These “hotspots” can be triggered from a variety of 
responses such as simply tapping the screen; and can 
then link to another chosen screen by means of a 
variety of stunning transitions. 
I chose to use a simply “dissolve” transition to give the 
impression of the flow and transparency of water 
throughout the app. 
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I had to essentially create nine different prototype 
apps corresponding to an individual letter as they need 
to connect to each of the three different QR codes 
printed on the product (and there are three different 
flavours) 
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Once I had created all nine app prototypes, I was then 
able to copy each of the unique URL’s in order to create 
my corresponding QR codes.  
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I then used the website www.qrstuff.com to create my 
QR codes. 
I simply copied the unique URL’s for each of the app 
prototypes into the content box and then used the hex 
colour code #323232 (which is that of my brand 
identity) in order to create and download the codes. 
These were then ready to be printed on my products. 
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I tested each of the codes thoroughly however to make 
sure that they connected up perfectly to the correct 
letter’s and flavours by using various different QR code 
scanners ready for download on the Google Play store. 
This code for example is the QR code for the New 
Yorker “b”. 
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New Yorker - 

Beijing - 

Venetian - 

B R U 
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I then produced some prototype mock-ups whereby 
I superimposed each of my app screen designs onto 
an already existing photograph of somebody holding 
a smartphone in order to see how they would look 
actually on the screen. 
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Once I was happy with the QR codes and their reliable connectivity; I contacted a local printing 
business based in Newcastle called Logo Bear that dealt with mug printing and got their 
dimensions for my mug template designs. 
The dimensions they specified for the print area on the mugs was 77mm high x 190mm wrap 
around.  
I created the mug design which contains the brand identity itself and the droplet on the other 
side of the mug; followed by the two different QR codes. The third QR code is situated on the 
tag on the actual tea bag. 
I originally wanted the droplet to look like it was spilling over the edge of the mug however due 
to the limited print area available,I couldn’t have it printed that high and had to work with the 
specifications provided. 
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I then created the template for my tea bag tags 
with the individual QR codes situated on them. I 
used a light grey background simply because the 
tags are all white and therefore I needed an actual 
colour background in order to cut them out 
accurately.  
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This is a photograph of the finished mugs and tea 
bag tags once they had been printed and made. 
Each mug with its tea bag is linked to one of the 
three flavours (New Yorker, Beijing and Venetian). 
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This is a photograph of one of the mugs in a coffee 
shop environment; positioned in front of a pot of 
hot water or tea. 
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I then contacted a company called A J Print who dealt with paper cup, 
bag and napkin printing as I wanted to have a physical product for a 
take-out option.  
This was the template used for printing the paper cups. 
Similar to the mugs, unfortunately there was a limited print area due to 
my minimal order (the company usually deals with orders of over 
1000+ units) and so the droplet could not be touching the rim of the 
cup. 134 



I created visual mock-ups made by 
superimposing my design onto an already 
existing photograph of white paper cups in order 
to see what they would look like and if the 
layout worked with the dimensions of the 
product. 
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This is a photograph of the finished printed 
paper cups with tea bags. The cups are double-
walled paper cups; meaning that they are 
reinforced for better durability as well as allowing 
for better insulation properties. 
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I did the same with the white paper 
bag and napkins in order to get an idea 
of the take-out options that could be 
available for the user. 
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This is a photograph of the finished and 
printed take-out products. 
There are double-walled paper cups 
with the working QR codes on them; 
folded handle paper bags and branded 
napkins. 
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Collective photograph of all the products together 
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Once all my products had been made, I underwent 
some user testing to see what other people made of 
them and how well they interacted with them. 
A girl called Lizzie Tomkins was one of the people 
who tested out all the products and looked at all of 
the different flavours. 
She praised the products immediately after 
scanning the first code saying “wow, this is really 
cool!”.  
She did not manage to scan all three of the codes in 
order, however she was immediately drawn to the 
page turn up in the corner of the screen and asked 
“what’s this in the corner?”. 
Upon tapping it, she was then quietly immersed in 
the app and interacted with it very successfully. 
Her final comments after testing all of the products 
were “this should genuinely be an actual company! 
There’s nothing like this out there at the moment 
and it really takes a new spin on drinking tea. I have 
never been a tea person but this really makes me 
now want to try the different flavours”.  
I was very pleased with the reactions that I got from 
“bru” and feel that the user testing went very 
successfully. 
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The feedback I received throughout this project was 
massively helpful and really put me in the right 
direction quickly so I could get underway with the 
designing and development process. 
Any constructive criticism I received, I immediately 
took into account in order to ensure that I produced 
the best, most interactive product I could linked to 
the subject matter and topic. 
There were a few different lots of feedback that I 
received which really helped me pinpoint my vision 
for the project: 
 
One in particular was when I was brainstorming 
different ways for the users to reach the app 
interface and (through criticism and personal aid) 
was eventually able to come up with the idea of 
scanning three different codes on the product that 
then led to the app as a primary method of product 
interaction. 
 
Another area of feedback that I received which I felt 
was particularly useful was linked to detaching the 
droplets in the main menu screen; as originally I was 
going to have them connected. 
However when I received the comment that they 
didn’t particularly look like droplets or tea bags and 
that they would look better detached; I swiftly 
changed the designs for the better. 
 
Overall, I found all the feedback extremely helpful 
throughout this project and feel that it has led to 
me being able to make a successful interactive tea 
drinking product. 
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My personal thoughts on the project are that it has 
been a thoroughly enjoyable and inspiring project to 
do. When brainstorming project ideas and briefs 
that I could set myself at the very start of the 
project; I was really wanting to challenge myself in 
producing an interactive product that was very 
different from anything I have done before. I feel 
that this project certainly matches that criteria. 
 
I feel that there have certain points along the way 
that have very challenging and difficult; however by 
constantly getting helpful feedback from both tutors 
and my peers, I was able to overcome these and 
deliver (what I feel is) a successful product. 
 
One thing that I would have thrived for it to have 
worked would be the droplets connecting to rim of 
the mugs and paper cups when in the printing 
process; however this just wasn’t an option due to 
both available printing area and company policies 
linked to sample printings. 
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If I were to continue the project further, I would love 
to actually make and develop the app into a full 
working product that was available for download on 
the app store. 
This would allow screens such as the “visual” screen 
to actually contain video media and have fully 
functioning controls. 
 
Overall however, I have thrived off this project and 
am very pleased with the final outcome. I feel that I 
have learnt a lot in terms of product interaction as 
well as minimal app design linked to a product; and 
have found all of the stages of the project truly 
inspirational to me personally and as a designer. 
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